O, Susato
(Duple Minor, Improper, Four Steps per Measure, AABBCC)
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Ronde IX
Tielman Susato

A1
1-2: Neighbors arm right.
3-4: Neighbors set and turn single.

A2
1-2: Partners arm left.
3-4: Partners set and turn single.

B1
1-2: Partners side (Sharp siding).
3-4: All pass partner by the right shoulder and cloverleaf turn single (men right, women left)

B2
1-2: Neighbors side.
3-4: All pass neighbor by right shoulder, then pass partner by left into a line of four facing up, the ones making the long cross to finish improper on the ends.

C1
1-2: Line of four dance up a double and back.
3-4: Ones cast down and half figure eight up, ending facing up at the other end of the line, while twos cross up, cast down and lead up into the center of a new line of four. (All have changed places with partner.)

C2
1-2: Line of four dance up a double and back.
3-4: Ones cast down, half figure eight up and continue down to face new twos while the twos cross up, cast down and lead up to face new ones.

Last time through (instead of C2, measures 3-4)
3-4: All face the presence, honor left, and honor right.